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THE HOMILY “ON FASTING” BY RǝTUʿA HAYMANOT (CAE 6587). EDITION AND TRANSLATION

INTRODUCTION

This article provides an editio princeps and a translation of the homily “On fasting” by Rǝtuʿa Haymanot (CAe 6587). In addition to providing the critical text and translation, some hypotheses regarding its author, together with some elements of its content, will also be discussed.

THE MANUSCRIPTS

Three Goʿaz manuscripts collectively referred to as codices trigemini, EMML 1763, EMML 8509, and BritLib Orient. 8192 have long been objects of inte-
rest to scholars of Ethiopian literature. They can all be dated to the first half of the 14th century (EMML 1763 with certainty due to the colophon, whereas the other two rely on their palaeographical features).

The codices contain homilies arranged according to the liturgical calendar of the Ethiopian Church. Homilies written by patristic authors (such as John Chrysostom, Jacob of Sarug, and Ephrem the Syrian) appear in these codices alongside texts attributed to Ethiopian authors; however, unfortunately, none of these can be identified with certainty. Their importance for the study of Gǝʿǝz literature cannot be overstated, precisely because they preserve some of the earliest (if not the earliest) testimonies of indigenous Ethiopian theological writing.

**The Author**

The three above mentioned manuscripts preserve a number of homilies attributed to an author using the pen name Rǝtuʿa Haymanot. They are as follows, listed in the order in which they appear in EMM 1763:

- On John the Baptist (CAe 6600): EMM 1763 f. 3r–9v, BnF d’Abb. 54 f. 110r-117r, EMM 8509 f. 1ra-4b, MS Eth. Windsor 2 f. 33r-51v, Ms. Lucchesi 2, f. 16ra-24rb
- On the two Sabbaths (CAe 1269): EMM 1763 f. 37v–48v, Berlin SBB 41 f. 71r-88v, Vat. Borg. aeth. 2 f. 177r-185v, EMM 8509 f. 164ra-171va
- For the Nativity (CAe 6550): EMM 1763 f. 90v–96v, EMM 8509 f. 30rb-34vb
- On St. Stephen (CAe 6579): EMM 1763 f. 106r–110r, EMM 8509 f. 39va-42va
- For Epiphany (CAe 6580): EMM 1763, f. 114v–121v, EMM 8509 f. 45ra-50ra
- For the Sunday in Lent (CAe 6582): EMM 1763 f. 139v–148v, BritLib Orient. 8192 f. 5v–17v, EMM 8509 f. 59ra-62vb
- On fasting (CAe 6587): EMM 1763 f. 162r–164r, BritLib Orient. 8192 f. 31v–34r, EMM 8509 f. 71ra-73ra
- For the Palm Sunday (CAe 6588): EMM 1763 f. 182r–184v, BritLib Orient. 8192 f. 46r–50r, EMM 8509 f. 80vb-82va
- For Easter (CAe 6589): EMM 1763 f. 190r–199r, BritLib Orient. 8192 f. 56v–69r, EMM 8509 f. 87ra-91rb

5 For the catalogue descriptions, see Getatchew 1981: 218-231 (for EMM 1763) and Strelcyn 1977: 89-91 (for BritLib Orient. 8192).
For the Ascension (CAe 6590): EMML 1763, f. 240v–245v, EMML 8509 f. 118vb-124rb

For Pentecost (CAe 6585): EMML 1763 f. 247r–258r, BritLib Orient. 8192 f. 99r–107, 113r–119v, EMML 8509 f. 126ra-133rb

For the commemoration of the assembly of the Saints that occurs in Näḥase and on the 28th of Ṭǝrr (CAe 6586): EMML 1763 f. 264v–268r, EMML 8509 f. 146ra-151ra

On St. Mary (CAe 6583): EMML 1763 f. 268r–270v, BritLib Orient. 8192, f. 136r-140r

Of these, only the “Homily on the two Sabbaths” has to date been the subject of a critical study (Lusini 1988), and none have been critically edited. As can be seen from the above list, the homilies cover some of the most important occasions in the liturgical year.

The identity of the author of the homily still remains elusive at this time. This is largely due to two facts. Firstly, Rǝtuʿa Haymanot is a precise calque-like translation of the Greek ὀρθόδοξος, and as such, is an epithet attributed to many religious figures, both Ethiopian and foreign. Secondly, Ethiopian authors who, for one reason or another, chose not to disclose their identity, would use this epithet as a pen name.

Getatchew Haile, who has devoted much attention to disentangling the problem of the identity of numerous authors using the pen name Rǝtuʿa Haymanot, concluded in relation to the author of the homilies preserved in EMML 1763 etc., that he “flourished during the Aksumite period” (Getatchew 2010: 382). The author of the only edition of one of his texts suggests that he was a “personalità di spicco della Chiesa etiopica del suo tempo” (Lusini 1988: 209).

There should, however, be no doubt that whoever wrote this homily was an Ethiopian and that the homily is an original composition, not a translation. This is also evident in the language of the homily because it is devoid of any traces that might suggest a foreign-language Vorlage (syntactic calques, transcriptions of non-native words, etc.).

---

6 This time span covers the period from the adoption of Christianity by the rulers of the city-state Aksum in today’s northern Ethiopia in the first half of the 3rd century until its demise in the 7th century. After the decline of Aksum, the production of new texts and the reworking of those already existing was resumed only after the year 1270.
THE HOMILY

The contents of the homily are perhaps not of supreme importance, but the subject matter is certainly not irrelevant. As is well known, fasting plays an important role in the spirituality of Ethiopian Orthodox Christians (see, e.g., Fritsch 2000: 107-111), and this homily may well be the first indigenous Ethiopian text to address the theological issues related to fasting. The author provides some biblical examples of the benefits of fasting and admonishes that proper Christian fasting is not only about abstaining from food but also about moral conduct and sexual purity.

PRINCIPLES OF THE EDITION

The methodology of editing Gǝʿǝz has undergone a long evolution (for a useful summary, see Bausi 2016). In the case of the homily “On fasting”, the editorial technique has been chosen on the premises that a) the text has reached us from just two witnesses, which b) come from roughly the same time, and c) display little variation.

As a rule, I have reproduced the text of EMML 1763. However, when the readings of BritLib Orient. 8192 were judged as being more correct, they were incorporated into the main text. The spelling of Gǝʿǝz has been normalized according to August Dillmann’s Lexicon linguae aethiopicae. Regular, though also non-standard, spellings not accounted for in the apparatus are: ኃበ፡ for ኆበ፡ (B); ኢዮር፡ for ሊዮር፡ (A); ከስ፡ for ከስ፡ (A); ከግ፡ for ከግ፡ (B).

ON THE TRANSLATION

The English translation follows the Gǝʿǝz original as closely as possible, even at the expense of the elegance of the language.

I render λảኞለስ፡ as “the Lord” and λቡበ፡: as “God”.

The frequently occurring word ደም፡ is translated as either “fast” or “fasting”.

Proper names are given in their anglicized form, since they all refer to well-known biblical personages.

The division into numbered paragraphs has been introduced by the editor to facilitate the reading of and comparison between the original and the translation.

---

7 It might be interesting to reflect on what normative texts concerning fasting were circulating in Ethiopia before the first half of the 14th century (which, as already stated, is the terminus ante quem of our homily). Certainly, at this time an Ethiopian translation of Traditio apostolica (CAe 2478) already existed. Regulations concerning fasting are found in paragraphs 19, 30 and 37. Cf. Bausi 2011.
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TRANSLATION

[1] Homily by the Orthodox concerning fasting. May the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, the love of the Lord and the communion of the Holy Spirit be with you all.

[2] Our beloved brothers, I announce to you and remind you what you [already] know concerning the holy days, the Easter fast. Come brothers so that we can listen to what the blessed David says: „Serve the Lord with fear and celebrate his rule with trembling“123. Behold, the day of our salvation and the time of benevolence has come – the Easter fast124. Therefore our brothers desire to supplicate to the Lord by prayer and fasting saying: „Guide me, oh Lord, on the road that I am going, for to you my soul looks out“125. Desire our brothers that your souls be with the Lord, fast in prayer and supplication.

[3] Do you wish that I tell you the power of fast? The blessed Moses after fasting was named the Lord’s beloved and received the law from him126. The blessed Elijah after fasting made fire fall from the sky and burned the new gods127. The three holy youths after fasting, when they were thrown into a fiery furnace, the fire changed its character and returned like a cold wind by the order of the Lord128. The blessed Daniel after fasting and praying, when he was thrown into the lions’ den, he taught the lions to fast, for the lions fasted, they did not eat nor during the day nor in the night when Daniel was among them and they did not eat him by the order of the Lord129. The blessed John the Baptist after fasting, the Lord granted him grace and said: “Nobody was born from a woman who is greater than John the Baptist”130.

[4] Observe our brothers the power of fasting which is together with pray-

121 According to the indications in the three manuscripts, the homily is designed to be read on the fourth Sunday of Lent. The fourth Sunday of the Lent is called, in the Ethiopian tradition, የድምብረ፡ የይት፡ “of the Mount of Olives” referring to Matthew 24: 1-35 (Habtemichael 1997: 97). The other text intended for the same day is a homily attributed to John Chrysostom (CAe 6698).

122 I am rendering the frequently occurring phrase ኢኳዊነ፡ literally as “our brothers”, despite the fact that it may sound somewhat awkward in English. The use of such a form of address may suggest that the homily was written for a monastic audience.

123 Ps. 2:11.

124 Plural in the original

125 Ps. 143:8.


127 Perhaps an allusion to. 1 Kings 18, although fasting appears only in the subsequent chapter, unrelated to the fire that descended from the sky through Elijah’s prayer.

128 Cf. Dan. 3: 8-100.


130 Matt. 11:11.
er and almsgiving. This said our Lord in the Gospel: “When you fast, wash your face”. What he said “wash your face” is so that we do not fast for the faces of men [but] so that we search the Lord and so that we receive from him what we asked for. This washing of face [is in order that] you receive courage with the Lord through fasting and prayer, when supplicating before him with the eyes of your heart. Having seen our deeds, the Lord shall lead us. I am showing you my brothers what mercy is - let us listen to our Lord who says: “Whatever you have done to one of those little ones, you have done to me”. Show mercy to a poor man and the Lord will be your debtor. This is the holy perfume which belongs to the Lord.

[5] Furthermore I am telling you, our brothers, that you have been summoned so that your fasting is not in vain. Not only your belly fasts from food but also your hands should fast from doing any evil deed, [instead] they should be extended in prayer and showing mercy to the poor. Your legs should fast so as not to run towards bloodshed. Your eyes should fast so that you do not see for nothing and in this way force all your members to fast so that your deed is pleasing to the Lord.

[6] Those who do not make [other] members fast but only their belly from food do not hear the Lord and their fasting is in vain and they fast for nothing. They say thus: “Why [is it that] we fasted and you did not see us? We made our souls suffer and you did not take notice of us”. The Lord replied them: [You do not fast] the fast I have chosen, for when you fast you do according to your will, you quarrel with one another, you cause the poor to moan, you oppress the destitute, you beat [them] and you make [them] wail. It is not the fast that I have chosen and it is not that this day causes suffering to a man’s soul and even if one makes one neck slender as a ring and lies on sackcloth and dust, this fast will not be pleasing to the Lord. [You do not fast] the fast I have chosen, says the Lord. Rather untie the bonds of injustice and business deals and straighten what is crooked, liberate all the tormented and satiate the hungry with your food. And if you see the naked, dress [them] and your clothes shall grow light and your light shall rise quickly and your righteousness shall go before your face and the praise of the Lord shall cover you and then the Lord shall hear you in the time of your misery.

---

131 Matt. 6: 17.
132 I render እመ፡ ትርከቡ፡ ግህደተ፡ tentatively as “that you receive courage” through analogy with Sap. 5: 1 where the እውያት፡ is equivalent to the Greek παῤῥησία. The overall intended message seems to be that fasting and prayer prepares one to confront God.
133 Matt. 25: 40.
134 ከጊዜ፡ አውወከ፡ The verb used here can be reconstructed as ከወበ፡ and it is not attested. I assume it is derived from the exclamation ከወ፡ “woe!” through adding a causative marker ከ- and a third syllable ቤ.
[7] Observe our brothers how the holy fathers fasted and it pleased the Lord and you should resemble them in faith and follow their traces. For Paul said: “Be similar to those who through faith and endurance inherited their hope”\(^{135}\). And you, my beloved, should cause suffering to your souls for he said: “Through much affliction we have entered the kingdom of the Lord”\(^{136}\). This is the affliction of this world that you do not do the will of the flesh, for the world will pass and so [will] also its desire. But whoever does the will of the Lord will remain for eternity. Peter said: “That you have suffered a while, make you perfect, stablish, strengthen, settle you”\(^{137}\).

[8] Observe our brothers that all the days we live on earth are less numerous than the life we shall live in the Kingdom of Heaven. I am therefore showing you, our brothers: strive for one hour so that you may inherit eternal life. For he says: “Your pain of this hour will bring glory and praise to you”\(^{138}\). Observe our brothers, one hour of the Lord is ten thousand hours before you like the day of yesterday passed and the night hour. Observe our brothers that our days are few for no one here will live or has lived one hour of the Lord.

[9] Furthermore we are telling you our brothers, purify yourselves in these few days for he said: “Purify yourselves for tomorrow, as tomorrow the Lord will do a wonder for you”\(^{139}\). For when a man draws near to coming back to the Lord he purifies himself from women and thus preach the holy books to us. Likewise you who have wives bound by marriage purify yourselves by paying attention to your prayers. You who are not married purify yourselves from adultery and pay attention to your prayers.

[10] Moreover, when you pray, our brothers, and when you say supplications to the Lord, forgive the transgressions of your fellow men who scold you from your heart, not [only] with lips but from the heart, just like our Lord ordered us, just like he should forgive us our transgressions and trespasses. If we do not forgive those who transgress against us, he will not forgive us our transgressions. Therefore forgive the transgressions of your fellow men so that you may return to the Lord, the good God, with a pure kiss of the fruit of your lips in prayer and supplication. For he left you sealed by the cross, that you may follow his traces, just like he [never] committed sins and there [never] was a lie in his mouth. When they hated him

---

135 Hebrews 6:12.
137 1 Peter 5:10.
138 Not identified, although there is a somewhat similar phrase in James 1:3.
139 Joshua 3:5.
he did not hate, when they caused him pain he did not take vengeance, instead he forgave them, for [he is] the prince of peace. Similarly you, our brothers, be similar to our Lord in his pain, like it is written. If we are equal with the suffering, we will be equal with glory but think about this [glory] our brothers, for there is no measure of price to this glory, for suffering in this world [is] praise for eternity.

[11] Therefore our brothers fast, strive and be strong through our Lord and through the strength of his power, and wear the shield of the Lord, so that through this you may stand against the devices of Satan, for Satan is your enemy and like a lion he will roar and tear [you] in pieces and pursue [you] and whoever he finds he will devour. Be strong in standing with faith and the Lord will smash Satan quickly under your feet and to you [there will be] victory and endurance. May the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you all for eternity. Amen.

Bibliography:


140 1 Peter 5:8.


THE HOMILY “ON FASTING” BY RЄTUʿA HAYMANOT (CAE 6587). EDITION AND TRANSLATION

SUMMARY

This article provides an editio princeps and a translation of a Gǝʿez homily, “On fasting” (CAe 6587), attributed to the author known under the pen name RЄtuʿa Haymanot. The edition is based on two manuscript witnesses from the 14th century: EMML 1763, f. 162r–164r and BritLib Orient. 8192 f. 31v–34r. One can assume that the homily is an indigenous Ethiopian work. The homily focuses on the ethical aspects of Christian fasting and teaches that, in order for the fast to be valid, abstaining from food must be accompanied by proper moral conduct.